
A BOOK ABOUT our PERSERVERANCE



PASS THE BALL MO!
OPINION Activity

My opinion about the book is

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

What is your opinion about 
the book?

What is your favorite 
part of the book?

My favorite part of the 
book

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

T __________

E  __________

A  __________

M __________

Complete the WELCOME 
acrostic puzzle below.



Name _____________________ Date ______________

PASS THE BALL MO! STORY MAP
Directions: Tell what happened in each section of the story below in 

each box.

Beginning

Middle

End



Pass the ball MO  diagram
Directions: Find someone in the classroom and fill out the 
similarities circle together. What sports do you both like?

ME FRIEND

S
I

M
I
L
A
R
I
T
I
E
S

You have a place here; you have a 
space here. So much to learn, so 
much we both have in common!



I CAN WORK HARD
Can you draw a picture of you doing something 
where you had to work hard at something?

I CAN try my 
best! Look at me! 
If you ask me to try 
my best, I can!



PASS THE BALL MO! Vocabulary

Word What it 
Means

Sentence

teamwork

friends

share

patience

feelings

family



P is for Patience

How many words that begin 
with P can you write?



PRACTICE  Sentences
The words below use all the letters that you have read 
in the story. Copy the words and remember to leave a 

finger space between each word.

Mo played basketball.

Mo wants to pass the ball.



PRACTICE  Sentences
The words below use all the letters that you have read 
in the story. Copy the words and remember to leave a 

finger space between each word.

Mo practices with his Dad.

I can do hard things.



Pass the Ball Mo
Answer the questions below, fill in the circle of the 

correct answer and write the answer word on the line.

Mo Jackson is a small boy with a big 
passion for playing sports. He may not 
be the tallest, strongest or the fastest 

player but he will not give up!

Mo Jackson is a small _______________.

friend boy girl

Mo has a ________ passion for playing sports.

fun type big

give come chance

Mo Jackson will not ____________ up.


